Wearable and Wireless Distributed Multi-site FES Prototype for Selective Stimulation and Fatigue Reduction: A Case Study
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Abstract. The objective of the work is to evaluate the feasibility of improving selective stimulation and reducing muscle fatigue in upper extremity rehabilitation with a self-designed multi-site functional electrical stimulation (FES) prototype. The design of the prototype is a distributed architecture concept, and all the modules communicate within a single local area network controlled by the Android application (APP). To improve the efficiency of the prototype, the APP was developed to utilize a real-time online algorithm to perform a rapid real-time search for the optimal stimulation site. One healthy subject participated in a multi-site FES trial consisting of a search for the optimal stimulating electrode test and a fatigue stimulation test. Comparing the results of the online automatic search for the optimal stimulation site test with the results of the offline analysis, the average Location Error for the extension and flexion motions were 1.2 cm and 2.5 cm, respectively. For the fatigue stimulation test, all the assessments of the multi-site sequential stimulation group were higher than those of the conventional stimulation, with a significant 193% higher Fatigue Index (P = 0.003) and 300% longer Fatigue Time (P = 0.005). These results suggest that multi-site FES may exert positive effects on selective stimulation and stimulation fatigue reduction in healthy subjects.
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1. Introduction

Functional electrical stimulation (FES) can be considered to serve as a communication bridge between the peripheral nervous system (PNS) and a damaged central nervous system (CNS) through the use of a series of artificially organized electrical pulses applied to the motor units (MUs) of target paretic muscles. With the help of FES, patients can recover various physical movements, such as grasping [1]. Combined with control splints, Long and Masicarelli first used FES to help hemiplegic patients achieve hand grasp rehabilitation [2]. The most notable feature of the first therapeutic FES device is its portability [3].

However, there are three limitations to the application of surface FES: 1) discomfort and pain, 2) insufficient stimulation selectivity, and 3) rapid muscle fatigue [4]. Therefore, the stimulation site needs to be individualized to induce selective movements of the hand and wrist. FES requires a higher frequency than is normal in the human body, and a large number of MUs producing non-coordinated, synchronized activation can result in rapid fatigue.

Since Nathan’s first use of surface array electrodes placed at the forearm muscles in one spinal cord injury (SCI) patient with multi-channel stimulation [5], selective stimulation of multiple sites has gained increasing attention. Fujii first designed a selective FES system using surface array electrodes [6]. The multi-pad electrode was developed from array electrodes. Thierry Keller designed a 10×6 array of multi-pad electrodes embedded in clothing textiles for easy wear [7] and used an evaluation system to measure the strength of the flexion of each finger during grasping. The “Actitrode” system employs a 24-position circular array electrode using conductive ink and biocompatible textile fibers [8], leading to a more integrated and convenient design. Malešević proposed the use of a multi-pad electrode with a pressure sensor and grasping strength measurement system [4] and an irregularly arranged multi-pad electrode in regard to the size and shape of the electrode site that depended on the on characteristics of the forearm [1]. These improvements increased the lateral coverage of the forearm and improved the selectivity. O’Dwyer et al. presented a multi-pad electrode FES system
with a self-configuration electrode algorithm that used a wearable glove with feedback sensors for measuring wrist response [9]. Recently, a method for selecting the stimulation sites was proposed by estimating from the differences of recorded EMG activity maps on the nonparetic and paretic forearms [10]. A multi-site electrode system (Hand-NMES) with six customized wearable electrode arrays and an external stimulator was developed aimed for grasp training and assistance [11]. However, most FES systems with multi-site stimulation require multiple wires and are cumbersome to wear. In addition, stimulation electrode optimization and the searching algorithm have high computational complexity and time requirements.

This paper presents a new wearable multi-site FES prototype designed using a wireless and distributed architecture concept. The wireless control operation can facilitate improved convenience and efficiency. An Android application (APP) that uses a simple on-line algorithm was developed to perform fast, real-time searches for the optimal stimulating electrode, and the optimal electrodes correspond to twelve movements, including wrist extension/flexion and extension/flexion of the five fingers. The purpose of this case study was to evaluate the feasibility of improving selective stimulation and reducing stimulation muscle fatigue in upper extremity rehabilitation with a self-designed multi-site FES prototype.

2. Methods

2.1 Participant

One healthy subject (male; 30 yrs) participated in this study. The subject was asked to refrain from any strenuous exercise of his upper extremity for at least 24 hours before the start of the study. The subject provided written informed consent before participation, and this study was approved by the Human Subjects Review Board of Southeast University.

2.2 Instrumentation Design

2.2.1 Hardware Description

Figure 1 shows the intelligent and wearable multi-site FES prototype. The system is designed in a distributed architecture concept consisting of five modules: an Edison wireless stimulator, a wireless electrode driving module, a multi-pad stimulation electrode, an Edison wireless data glove and an intelligent control terminal (smartphone). WiFi is used for wireless communication among the Edison-STIM stimulator, the wireless electrode driver module, and the wireless data glove and control terminal. In this prototype, a Huawei C8813Q Android mobile phone was selected as the control terminal device. The stimulator and the data glove were developed using an Intel® Edison compute module (ECM). The ECM wearable platform contains a 500-MHz dual Atom™ core and a 100-MHz Quark™ microcontroller with the Yocto Linux v1.6 operating system, which can perform rapid prototyping of wearable and wireless products. Use of this distributed architecture design, therefore, can facilitate wireless control and increase the convenience of wear and use.

The TCP/IP protocol and “Socket Objects” in the Java language were used to achieve wireless sensor network [12] communication between modules. All the modules worked within the same local area network (LAN) provided by a Wi-Fi router operating in access point (AP) mode. The IP address of the gateway was 192.168.1.1. Since multiple modules communicated within the system, multiple IP addresses were required, and the socket ports and IP addresses needed to be determined in advance when using socket communication. Therefore, in the proposed prototype, all the modules and devices communicated with fixed IP addresses (generally, a fixed IP address can be assigned to the device in the router configuration software). The Android APP in the control terminal was designed as a client socket and was developed to control the stimulator, electrode driving module, and data glove. The APP is responsible for transmitting stimulation parameter control instructions and stimulation site selection commands to the stimulator and the electrode driving module, respectively, and for receiving the motion data of the wrist and fingers from the data glove.

Figure 2 shows the site distribution map, the material structure and a photograph of the designed rectangular (11×15 cm²) array stimulation electrode. The flex printed circuit (FPC) material of Polyimide/Polyester was used as the electrode substrate, and the conductive 20 pads were arranged in a 5×4 array with the number “#1” to “#20” labelled as the site positions in order. Each site had a stimulation size of 2 cm by 1.5 cm with the interpad distance of 2.5 cm axial and 2 cm transversal (Fig. 2a). The electrode fabrication structure of the material, from the bottom layer to the top layer, was composed of a metal pad, conductive cloth and high-impedance thin-layer hydrogel (Fig. 2c). In addition, the multi-pad electrode was connected to the wireless electrode driving module via a 20-pin connector.
The thumb and little finger; ulnar and radial deviation; flexion and extension of the MCP joints of the index, middle, and ring fingers; flexion and extension of the PIP and MCP joints of the index, middle, and ring fingers. To ensure the sensors remained in position, one bend sensor was placed over the MCP joint for the thumb and little finger. To ensure the sensors remained in position, one layer of Lycra fabric. The output data of the bend sensors and the motion sensor are recorded through an Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC) ADS7971 and the bending angle. In our prototype, the method of paralleling the sensor with a resistor was not adopted due to the requirements of a wide range of bending angle detection and a high dynamic range. Therefore, after the linearity test of the bend sensor, the segmented fitting method was used to calibrate the bend sensor system to obtain accurate measurements.

The stimulator circuit was based on the complementary current source and time division multiplexing (CCSTDM) technique as previously described [16]. A pair of Wilson current mirrors (a current source and a current sink) constitutes the complementary current source circuit in the Edison-STIM stimulator. Therefore, under the electrode gating control signal of the electrode driving module, the current source was connected to the multi-pad electrode, and the rectangular array electrodes were used as cathodes. An extra gelled stimulation electrode (4 × 4 cm²) was placed 2 cm away from the multi-pad electrode near the elbow olecranon. It was directly connected with the current sink of the stimulator and used as the anode.

**2.2.2 Method of Optimal Stimulation Electrode Determination**

The subject was instructed to wear the multi-site prototype and perform twelve target movements with voluntary contraction (voluntary mode, and the stimulator was turned off), during which motion data were collected, including wrist extension, wrist flexion, five-finger extension and flexion. The task was repeated 10 times. The motion data were recorded and saved in the file system of the Edison compute module in the wireless data glove.

1) Off-line criterion applied for the selection of the “optimal electrode”: By acquiring the motion data in the stimulation and voluntary modes, the aggregate difference error $\Delta_i$ ($i = 1, 2, 3, \ldots, 20$) of each pad between stimulation response data and the target motion autonomic response data of polling electrode are defined and modified from reference [17].

$$\Delta_i = \sqrt{\Delta_{\text{finger}}^2 + \Delta_{\text{ext/flex}}^2 + \Delta_{\text{uln/rad}}^2 + \Delta_{\text{pro/sup}}^2}, \quad (1)$$

$$\Delta_{\text{finger}} = \frac{1}{8} \left[ \left( \frac{\Delta_{\text{TMCP}}}{\phi_{\text{TMCP}}} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{\Delta_{\text{IPIP}}}{\phi_{\text{IPIP}}} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{\Delta_{\text{MMCP}}}{\phi_{\text{MMCP}}} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{\Delta_{\text{RMCP}}}{\phi_{\text{RMCP}}} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{\Delta_{\text{LCP}}}{\phi_{\text{LCP}}} \right)^2 \right]. \quad (2)$$
Note that $i$ represents the electrode number as illustrated in Fig. 2(a). Other variables in (1), (2) are explained below. The $\Delta_{\text{TMCP}}$ represents the thumb MCP joint angle error (stimulation response and autonomic response). $\phi_{\text{TMCP}}$ represents the thumb MCP joint stimulation response measurement (take the maximum value of each response). Similarly, $\Delta_{\text{MPIP}}$, $\Delta_{\text{MCP}}$ (index finger); $\Delta_{\text{MIP}}$, $\Delta_{\text{MCP}}$ (middle finger); $\Delta_{\text{RPIP}}$, $\Delta_{\text{RCP}}$ (ring finger); $\Delta_{\text{LCP}}$ (little finger); $\Delta_{\text{EXT/FLEX}}$ (wrist extension/flexion); $\Delta_{\text{ULN/RAD}}$ (ulnar/radial deviation); $\Delta_{\text{PRO/SUP}}$ (pronation/supination) are the differences between maximum joint angles ($\phi_{\text{TMCP}}$, $\phi_{\text{MIP}}$, $\phi_{\text{MCP}}$, $\phi_{\text{MPIP}}$, $\phi_{\text{RIP}}$, $\phi_{\text{RCP}}$, $\phi_{\text{LCP}}$, $\phi_{\text{ULN/RAD}}$ and $\phi_{\text{PRO/SUP}}$) measured in stimulation-generated and those measured in voluntary contraction. Finally, the offline analysis is used to select the best stimulation site for each target action with the smallest aggregate difference error.

2) On-line algorithm. The criterion requires high computational and time-consuming costs. Therefore, a simplified algorithm is utilized to realize real-time search of the optimal stimulation electrode. The on-line criterion is simplified as follows:

$$
\Delta_{\text{Thumb},i} = \sqrt{\left(\frac{\Delta_{\text{TMCP}}}{\phi_{\text{TMCP}}}\right)^2},
$$

$$
\Delta_{\text{Index},i} = \frac{1}{2} \left(\frac{\Delta_{\text{MPIP}}}{\phi_{\text{MPIP}}} + \frac{\Delta_{\text{MCP}}}{\phi_{\text{MCP}}}\right)^2,
$$

$$
\Delta_{\text{Middle},i} = \frac{1}{2} \left(\frac{\Delta_{\text{MPIP}}}{\phi_{\text{MPIP}}} + \frac{\Delta_{\text{MCP}}}{\phi_{\text{MCP}}}\right)^2,
$$

$$
\Delta_{\text{Ring},i} = \frac{1}{2} \left(\frac{\Delta_{\text{RPIP}}}{\phi_{\text{RIP}}} + \frac{\Delta_{\text{RCP}}}{\phi_{\text{RCP}}}\right)^2,
$$

$$
\Delta_{\text{Little},i} = \frac{1}{2} \left(\frac{\Delta_{\text{LCP}}}{\phi_{\text{LCP}}}\right)^2,
$$

$$
\Delta_{\text{EXT/FLEX},i} = \sqrt{\left(\frac{\Delta_{\text{EXT/FLEX}}}{\phi_{\text{EXT/FLEX}}}\right)^2 + \left(\frac{\Delta_{\text{ULN/RAD}}}{\phi_{\text{ULN/RAD}}}\right)^2 + \left(\frac{\Delta_{\text{PRO/SUP}}}{\phi_{\text{PRO/SUP}}}\right)^2}.
$$

(3)

Note that most variables in (3) are similar with (1) and (2). Therefore, the determination of the optimal electrode for the wrist extension, wrist flexion, five-finger extension and flexion were based on these six aggregate difference errors which considers only maximum joint excursions measured in dynamic conditions. The difference errors are calculated on-line for each pad individually and the procedure was applied for the dorsal and volar aspect electrodes independently.

2.2.3 Android APP Design in Control Terminal

An Android-based smartphone APP program is also developed to run the online algorithm. The APP is divided into a user interface (UI) thread and three child threads running network communication. The UI thread is responsible for providing an operating interface for users (illustrated in Fig. 3a). The UI interface mainly includes three sub-modules: the stimulator parameter setting module, which can set the stimulation parameters (pulse frequency, current intensity, stimulation on-time, and stimulation off-time); the multi-site electrode parameter setting module for setting the duration of each site stimulation; and the site optimization result display module, which is to provide the user with the optimal electrode. The flow chart of on-line determination of the optimal electrode is presented in Fig. 3b. When the user finishes setting the parameters in the UI and clicks the “Start Scanning” button (Fig. 3b), the above three child threads establish a TCP Socket connection with each of the three servers (the stimulator, electrode driving module and data glove). The UI thread will combine the setting parameters into a message string according to the instruction format and send that message to the three child threads. Then the motion data are read from data glove and six difference errors are calculated on-line for each pad individually. If greater than the last data stored, the aggregate difference error and stimulation site number will be updated. Then, the next round of site stimulation is performed, and the cycle continues until completion of the 20-site polling stimulation. Finally, the optimal electrode number can be displayed in the UI interface.

2.3 Intervention

2.3.1 Searching Optimal Stimulating Electrode Test

Step 1: Instrumentation initialization and setup. The multi-pad electrode was positioned and attached to the volar surface of the forearm. The healthy subject was instructed to wear the wireless data glove and the Edison-STIM stimulator, and the wireless electrode driving module was then connected to the stimulator. The whole prototype was initialized and tested to verify the wireless communication of data between each module.

Step 2: Online and real-time searching test. After all the checks were completed, the Android APP was opened in the control terminal, and the “Start Scanning” button was clicked (Fig. 3b). The following parameters were set for the Edison stimulator within the Android APP: frequency 20 Hz, pulse width 250 $\mu$s, and intensity 20 mA, with asymmetrical charge balanced pulses. All 20 sites in the multi-pad electrode were individually sequentially activated. The activation sequence was set for 2 s on, followed by 1 s off. Each site was repeated 2 times. The total duration of one trial of the recording session lasted for approximately 120 s, and the actual stimulation time was 40 s. In addition, the common motion analysis systems often sample at rates of 60 Hz to 120 Hz [13–15]. Therefore, considering the Nyquist rate and stimulation response undergo the modulation by the muscle reaction, the sample rate was set to 100 Hz to ensure the accuracy and stability of motion data collection and wireless transmission in the wireless Edison data glove. Finally, following the completion of the polling stimulation, the optimal electrode numbers were presented in the APP. The offline analysis based on the
traditional criterion [17] (Section 2.2.2) was performed for the verification accuracy of the searching optimal stimulating electrode test.

Fig. 3. (a) Android APP interface running on the control terminal Android smartphone. (b) Flow chart of the online stimulation electrode searching algorithm of targeted movement. *Notes: The stimulation on-time is the duration of a complete stimulation pulse sequence, while the stimulation off-time is the intervals of the two stimulation pulse sequences.

2.3.2 Stimulation Muscle Fatigue Reduction Verification Test

The test was divided into two groups. The subject’s target muscles were stimulated by sending a stimulation pulse to the four active sites of the multi-pad electrode one by one with a 90° phase shift between successive sites (Multi-site group). For better comparison, conventional single electrode stimulation (SES) was introduced as the control group (SES group). The four active sites of the multi-pad electrode with simultaneous stimulation noted above were considered one electrode. Therefore, in the SES group, the four sites of the multi-pad electrode were used to simulate the single electrode stimulation effect. For both groups, the resultant frequency delivered to the muscle was 40 Hz and the pulse width was 500 μs, with asymmetrical charge balanced pulses. The isometric wrist joint torque was measured during fatiguing stimulations lasting 80 s. Each mode of stimulation was delivered a total of three times for each target muscle, and each test interval was required to last for at least half an hour. In addition, the selected four sites positions were “#3”, “#4”, “#8” and “#9” (refer to Fig. 2a). Therefore, in the Multi-site group, the alternating stimulation occurred in the order of “3-4-9-8” with a 10 Hz frequency at each site. The subject wearing the multi-site FES prototype for the fatigue test is presented in Fig. 4.

The subject was instructed to sit upright with the system worn on the upper arm, and a Velcro strap attached to the arm brace was used for wrist stabilization. The main target muscles in this test were the extensor carpi ulnaris (ECU) muscle and the flexor carpi radialis (FCR) muscle. A reference gelled stimulation electrode (4 × 4 cm²) was placed 2 cm away from the multi-pad electrode near the elbow olecranon. The isometric wrist joint torque was measured using a custom-made device [18]. The torque signals were sampled with a 16-bit ADC acquisition board PCI-6220 (National Instruments Inc., USA) at a frequency of 1 kHz. A self-designed software was used to record the torque data on the PC for offline analysis. In order to avoid
the safety issue related to the induced current density and to comply with the standard [35], some measures and precautions should be taken before the application of fatigue test on the subject. At first, the subject was required to carry out three maximal voluntary contractions (MVCs) in wrist flexion and extension with verbal prompts. Thus in each wrist flexion/extension repetition, the current which can elicit 30% MVC was set as the stimulation intensity used in the fatigue stimulation. Simultaneously, the current density in the stimulation electrode should not exceed the safety level (maximum is 10 mA/cm²). According to the procedures described above, the current intensity for the subject’s wrist extension stimulation was set at 22 mA, and the wrist flexion stimulation was set at 16 mA. Secondly, a rest period of 5 hours was executed between fatigue tests to guarantee complete muscle force recovery. In addition, the subject should stop the experiment immediately when he experienced the skin pain or redness during the stimulation test. Finally, the fatigue stimulation tests were performed in the ECU and FCR muscles using the two protocols.

2.4 Assessment

2.4.1 Searching Optimal Stimulating Electrode Test

The searching optimal stimulating electrode test was performed twice by placing the multi-pad electrode on the dorsal and volar surfaces of the forearm. The metric Location Error (LE) was defined in the following equation:

\[ LE = |ElectrodePosition_{\text{online}} - ElectrodePosition_{\text{offline}}| \]

It represented the distance between the positions of two electrodes selected by online test (ElectrodePosition\textsubscript{online}) and the offline analysis (ElectrodePosition\textsubscript{offline}). According to the multi-pad electrode site distribution map illustrated in Fig. 2a, the axial and transversal interpad distances of two neighboring sites were 2.5 cm and 2 cm. Through comparison with the offline analysis based on the aggregate difference [17], the accuracy of the searching selective stimulation could be indicated to some extent.

2.4.2 Stimulation Muscle Fatigue Reduction Verification Test

The following three metrics were used to evaluate two groups of stimulation muscle fatigue reduction [19]: (1) Fatigue index (FI) was defined as the torque at the end of the 80s stimulation normalized to the maximum torque, which occurred near the beginning of the stimulation. (2) Fatigue time (FT) was defined as the time difference between the time at which the maximum torque was achieved and when the torque dropped to 3 dB. (3) Torque-time integral (TTI) was defined as the integral of torque over the whole 80s fatigue stimulation.

To investigate the stimulation fatigue reduction performance, the paired t-test was implemented on three results (FI, FT, and TTI). Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS statistics 19.0 software (IBM corp., Chicago, USA), and the results are reported as means ± standard deviations (SDs). Differences with \( P \leq 0.05 \) were considered significant.

3. Results

3.1 Online Test to Search for the Optimal Stimulating Electrode

Figure 5a shows the photograph of the real-time online test for stimulation site optimization in the FCR muscle of one healthy subject using the multi-site FES system. The enlarged Android APP interface of the control terminal (Huawei C8813Q Android phone) is illustrated in Fig. 5b. It shows the results of the last automatic optimization site in the FCR muscles. The numbers in the APP interface are corresponding to the labels in Fig. 2a. Therefore, according to the online test, the optimal electrode position for the wrist flexion is the site “#10” in the multi-pad electrode. Similarly, the optimal electrode positions of five fingers flexion are “#3” (thumb), “#6” (index), “#6” (middle), “#7” (ring) and “#6” (little).

![Fig. 5. (a) The photograph of the real-time online test for stimulation site optimization in the FCR muscle of one healthy subject using the multi-site FES system. (b) The enlarger photograph of control terminal in (a).](image-url)
Table 1 shows the optimal electrode positions of the corresponding movements obtained from the online test and the offline analysis. According to (1) and the electrode site distribution map in Fig. 2(a), the Location Error of each movement was calculated, and the average errors for the extension and flexion motions were 1.2 cm and 2.5 cm, respectively. The online test demonstrated that the proposed multi-site FES prototype had acceptable accuracy in the automatic search for an optimal stimulation site.

### 3.2 Fatigue Test Based on Multi-site FES

Figure 6 shows the wrist extension and flexion torques produced during one 80-s fatiguing stimulation trial in the Multi-site and SES groups. Although efforts were made to match the initial maximum torques produced across trials, the mean value for the Multi-site group was higher than that for the SES group. After reaching the maximum value, the torques decreased rapidly in the two modes due to the immediate generation of fatigue. However, using the multi-pad electrode with the distributed sequential stimulation method resulted in a clear decrease in fatigue compared with the conventional SES due to the lower torque declination rate during the first quarter of the stimulation and the higher wrist torque throughout the stimulation.

Figure 7 presents the means and SDs of the stimulation fatigue assessing metrics (FI, FT, and TTI) for each trial of the two stimulation protocols after three trials. The mean FI value in the wrist extension stimulation was 0.415 ± 0.057 for the SES protocol and 0.603 ± 0.046 for the Multi-site protocol (Fig. 7a). The corresponding average FT values were (18 ± 7) s and (54 ± 10) s (Fig. 7b), respectively, and the corresponding average TTI values were (72.751 ± 8.590) Nm·s and (80.625 ± 1.675) Nm·s, respectively (Fig. 7c). For the wrist flexion stimulation, however, the mean FI value was (0.334 ± 0.115) for the SES protocol and (0.643 ± 0.145) for the Multi-site protocol (Fig. 7d). The corresponding average FT values were (38 ± 3) s and (65 ± 14) s (Fig. 7e), respectively, and the corresponding average TTI values were (114.897 ± 10.49) Nm·s and (133.779 ± 6.181) Nm·s, respectively (Fig. 7f). The Multi-site group showed a 193% higher FI value for the wrist flexion stimulation ($t = 17.655, P = 0.003$) (Fig. 7d) than for the SES protocol stimulation.

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Movement</th>
<th>Online Electrode Position</th>
<th>Offline Electrode Position</th>
<th>Location Error (cm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wrist Ext.</td>
<td>#2</td>
<td>#2, #12</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thumb Ext.</td>
<td>#4</td>
<td>#4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Index Ext.</td>
<td>#3</td>
<td>#4</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle Ext.</td>
<td>#9</td>
<td>#14</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ring Ext.</td>
<td>#14</td>
<td>#14</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Little Ext.</td>
<td>#15</td>
<td>#14</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrist Flex.</td>
<td>#10</td>
<td>#3, #14</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thumb Flex.</td>
<td>#3</td>
<td>#3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Index Flex.</td>
<td>#6</td>
<td>#2</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle Flex.</td>
<td>#6</td>
<td>#2</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ring Flex.</td>
<td>#7</td>
<td>#2</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Little Flex.</td>
<td>#6</td>
<td>#2</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Ext.</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Flex.</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Tab. 1. Optimal electrode positions for the corresponding movements obtained from the online test and the offline analysis. *Notes: the “#number” is corresponding to the site labels of the electrode site distribution map in Fig. 2a.*

---

**Fig. 6.** Wrist torques produced during one 80s fatiguing stimulation trial in the Multi-pad and SES groups. (a) Wrist extension torque under the fatigue stimulation. (b) Wrist flexion torque under the fatigue stimulation.

**Fig. 7.** Comparison of the fatigue assessment metrics for the SES and Multi-pad groups: (a) FI; (b) FT; and (c) TTI in the wrist extension fatigue stimulation. (d) FI; (e) FT; and (f) TTI in the wrist flexion fatigue stimulation. The data are presented as means of three trials, and error bars indicate one SD. All the differences were statistically significant ($P < 0.001$).
Simultaneously, the FT results for the Multi-site protocol showed a significantly higher positive offset, with the fatigue time increasing to 300% from the SES group in the wrist extension ($f = -14$, $P = 0.005$) (Fig. 7b), indicating that the Multi-site protocol can produce more efficient muscle contraction over a much longer period of time. The above statistical test analysis results indicated that the multi-site protocol stimulation allows the muscle to maintain a high level of contraction until the end of the stimulation. Therefore, we can conclude that the use of the multi-pad electrode with alternating stimulation may result in a better reduction in stimulation fatigue.

4. Discussion

D. B. Popović et al. proposed the criterion for searching for the optimal site at which stimulation generates joint excursions that are minimally different from the joint excursions of the fingers, wrist and forearm measured in healthy individuals [17]. Because the selective stimulation site has a close relationship with the current density traveling through it into the tissue under the target site, studies have demonstrated that current density is highly related to the shape, spacing distance, and size of the electrode and the impedance of the stimulating electrode gel [7, 20, 21]. Therefore, the use of a multi-pad electrode is of great clinical value for determining the optimal site while considering changes in positions and shapes. In this paper, the optimal electrode searching offline method reported in [17], which is based on the aggregate error between the stimulation-generated response and the voluntary motion response, was adopted in a PC to assess the on-line automatic search for an optimal stimulation site test. Because the offline analysis is not practical for use in clinical rehabilitation, we designed an APP based on an Android smartphone to determine the optimal stimulation site positioning with a simple algorithm. Although the online optimization algorithm described above can be determined in real-time, only a less accurate result can be provided for the determination of the stimulation site, and interference from other actions on the target motion is not considered when searching for the site. For example, when grasping, there will usually be a certain wrist flexion action, or the middle finger will also flex when the index and ring fingers are flexed. Therefore, the accuracy and performance of this real-time prototype needs to be improved with a more complex and robust algorithm in future studies. The electrode (including size, material, and stimulation parameters), interference of non-agonist muscles, rapid muscle fatigue, instrumental errors, individual differences in forearm anatomy (muscle overlap) and the tissue characteristics (large dissipation of the induced charge) will also be considered in the future.

In addition, there are some references using the simultaneous activation of two or more electrodes. For example, three [11] or eight [17] selected pads are simultaneously activated to yield better performance. However, in the electrode searching phase, the pads in the multi-pad electrode are all activated in turn (sequentially one by one). Only [10] has described that stimulation via electrode pads placed at locations selected according to significant differences in the EMG maps obtained from the paretic and non-paretic forearms. As far as authors know, there is no reference investigating the employing simultaneous activation of two or more electrodes in the searching phase, and the influence to the stimulation electrode determination has yet to be studied.

Healthy muscle is composed of normal type I (S type) and Ila fibres (fatigue-resistant MU dominating, FR type) and type Iib fibres (fast-fatigable MUs dominating, FF type). During voluntary contractions, the CNS controls muscle force modulated by both the number of activated MUs (recruitment coding) and the activation frequency (rate coding) [22], [23]. The voluntary recruitment order of MUs follows Henneman’s size principle; the CNS recruits the three types of MUs in the order of S-FR-FF according to the frequency of the muscle force required by the task from small to large and the activation frequency and therefore asynchronously completes the cooperation [22]. Therefore, the CNS starts with small MUs that innervate fatigue-resistant MUs and continues with large MUs that innervate fast-fatigable MUs [25], [26]. In contrast, although the order in which MUs are recruited during FES remains unclear, it is generally agreed to occur in a non-physiological reverse recruitment order [27–30], with type II fibers recruited first, while the smaller type I muscle fibers require further increases in the stimulation intensity for activation. In addition, in electrical stimulation, all types of MUs in the muscle are synchronously activated to rapidly contract, replacing the activation frequency and firing rate of the MUs under normal physiological activities [31]. Therefore, use of FES results in a higher energy demand and faster onset of muscle fatigue [32]. Furthermore, in SCI subjects, the paralyzed muscle loses normal type I and Ila fibers and becomes predominantly composed of type Iib fibers, thus increasing muscle fatigue [33]. Therefore, it is difficult to solve the reverse problem of FES using existing methods, and some researchers have proposed the adoption of asynchronous stimulation to alleviate muscle fatigue [19], [34]. For a synergistic muscle, the different MUs are asynchronously stimulated at different frequencies or pulse widths for the same stimulation duration, and stimulation of each site produces a resultant force that can maintain a certain level of convergence and contraction. Compared to the single-synchronous stimulation, the activation frequency of each MU is reduced, which can reduce muscle fatigue. Nguyen et al. [19] introduced the spatially distributed sequential stimulation (SDSS) method with four-site stimulation electrodes to effectively reduce stimulation muscle fatigue. Compared with previous experiments, we used a self-designed multi-pad stimulation electrode and corresponding control systems to achieve simultaneous single-electrode stimulation with multi-pad electrodes, thus achieving SDSS and single-electrode stimulation. The same stimulation intensity and stimulating electrode area in the fatigue test can be guaranteed, and while previous studies have mainly focused on lower limb muscles, this study was the first to examine the stimulation
fatigue of the upper wrist extensors and wrist flexors. According to the fatigue test, the obtained results were consistent with previous studies [19], so it can therefore validate the fatigue reduction performance of the multi-site FES prototype.

Furthermore, literature [21] has showed that the stimulation spatial current densities through into the target tissues are highly related with the electrode sizes, shapes and spacing distance. Larger electrodes can avoid the risk of high current densities, but it remains a challenge to reduce the stimulation selectivity. In contrast, the smaller electrodes can enhance the selectivity with the cost of higher current densities. According to the reviewed references, the typical electrode area is 0.5 cm² (circular shape, \( D = 8 \text{ mm} \)) [10], 0.8 cm² (circular shape, \( D = 10 \text{ mm} \)) [17], and 2.52 cm² (rectangular shape, 1.4 cm \( \times 1.8 \text{ cm} \)). Therefore, the trade-off between the stimulation selectivity and current density need to be further studied in our future research.

5. Conclusion

This case study shows the feasibility of improving selective stimulation and reducing stimulation muscle fatigue in upper extremity rehabilitation using a self-designed multi-site FES prototype. The results of this study suggest that the proposed multi-site FES prototype may have positive effects in healthy subjects. The small sample size of this study does not prove the strength of the association between using the multi-site FES prototype and improving selective stimulation and reducing stimulation muscle fatigue. Therefore, further investigation of multi-site FES in patients with stroke or SCI is warranted.
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